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 Abstract 

The purposes of the research are to investigate ambition and the characteristics of 
the main character in Nobody movie directed by Ilya Naishuller. This research 

design used the qualitative method of content analysis. The data were:  words, 
phrases, clause and sentences in dialogues taken from Nobody Movie; and the 
source data was Nobody Movie. The results of this study show that: (1) The 

ambition of the main character (Hutch) can be seen in Nobody movie. It happens 
when Hutch knows the criminals take the cat bracelet of his daughter. His ambition 

is to protect his family. Hutch will be paying off all the problem and consequences 
to take any risk by protecting his whole family. He would like to find them and 
bring it back. He promises. He looks for the criminals, a Russian mafia. He fights 

and meets the Yulian’s People to revenge. (2) There are 5 characteristics of the 
ambition in Nobody movie, namely: Achievement Motivation Ambition, Self-

Attitude Ambition, Attitude Dominance Ambition, Self-regulation and Attitude 
Dominance Ambition. 

 

Keywords: Ambition; Literature; Main Character; Movie 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Literature is the creation of human being which based on the writing activity, 

movies, poem and literary works that combined with the creativity from people who 
pouring their concept of thinking into the arts such as literature terms. The equality 

between life and literature itself cannot be separate each other, because of what does the 
people make in literary works especially in movie, most of all are related to a real life. 
the people will learn about something new by watching a movie to get a full attent ion for 

what is happening there and taking a chance to get a moral message then, the movie will 
be the one of the best treatments to entertaining people (Ramrao, 2016). Furthemore, 

Gaskin (2013) in (Yastanti,Isnia and Ananta 2018) defines that A literary work is defined 
by its adoption by one or more authors in a specific cultural and historical context as part 
of an institutional practice of generating and consuming such works. It signifies that  

literary works have two or more authors, rather than just one. Literary works also contain 
cultural values and historical stories. The institution also takes part in literary works, 

either by creating them or by reading them. 
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 Movies can be said as the one of the most popular entertainment terms that carry 
many kinds of genre inside. The theme and story in the movie have carried out something 

special imagination for the audience with their story, theme, setting and fantasy. A movie 
is a story or event which is recorded by a cameraman in order to show the motion of 
image and character that moving in every scene they have. Another definition Indriani, 

Sili, and Ariani, (2019) they are argued that movie and literacy are the aesthetic 
representations of the human intellect. In the beginning, film was more closely tied to 

photography and artwork. Films may also be classified into categories such as action, 
drama, fantasy, comedy, horror, and so on.  
 The psychological aspect can be found in every scene in the movie such as love 

and ambition. Love and ambition are always lived in daily life. The ambition is defined 
as the desire to catch or achieve any goals to complete people journey. The ambition 

sometimes is connected with love by doing those actions. There are some kinds of an 
ambition followed by love. In the other hand, when someone tries to achieve their goal 
with an ambition, they usually do with love and another aspect. 

Nobody movies 2021 bring back the time when people have to think about how 
to struggle and protect their family with their strength, loyalty, and love. Nobody film 

was directed by Ilya Naishuller and written by David Buckley.  Nobody movies are tells 
about the man who had been retired from the assassin member. The story begins when 
robbery came into his house and tries to disturb his family while they are doing a dinner 

at night. Bob Odenkirk as (Hutch Mansell) is the main character of that film has given a 
huge attention and determination because of his treatment to the robbery itself. 

The main character in this movie has chosen to avoid fight back, until his family 
realized that hutch should be fight back but nobody knows what the reason is. By 
watching and understanding the movie, the writer chooses Nobody Movie 2021 as the 

part of research. The writer used a descriptive qualitative method for the analysis of the 
movie. 

The ambition is a desire to maximize the effort to accomplish the purposes in life. 
Every human being surely has a desire to achieve something more than just a temporary 
expectation; it can be career, personal skills, and learning system, in order to follow their 

dreams and heart. The situation of life makes the people wants to make a plan for their 
lifetime program with high determination and dedication. People will be enjoying doing 

what their love.  
The curiosity makes people can be fall in love for a random reason. It is hard to 

defined love and what makes love appear in everyday terms. Love is something that 

people lived with. Whether the concern of family, they build something in a long-term 
project, or by saying the intention and attention.  The great collaboration between love 

and ambition are totally magnificent. Sometimes people mixed the love and ambition as 
a power to complete something.  

Ambition can be arisen when someone feel that some kind of things is a relate for 

them, maybe, they are watching movie, playing musical instrument, and learning 
progress. In life, someone have a special task to do or activity that makes their happy to 

do it. It can be transferred as love language. Based on the reason above, the title of the 
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paper is “Ambition of the Main Character in Nobody Movie Directed by Ilya 
Naishuller.The research questions below are stated in this study as the guideline of the 

research process: 1) How does ambition of the main character in Nobody 2021 movie? 2) 
What is characteristic (s) the main character in Nobody 2021 movie? 

 

2. TEORETICAL REVIEW 

2.1 Ambition 

According to Muray (1993) as quoted by (Moputi and Husein, 2018) states that 
ambition is the desire for success, display, and acknowledgment is linked to the need for 
ambition. The desire to succeed, attain objectives, and overcome barriers is a common 

expression of the drive for achievement. Gaining social status and demonstrating 
accomplishments satisfy the demand for respect. These requirements are included in the 

category of psychogenic need. Sometimes ambition necessitates a need for display or the 
desire to shock and delight others.” It means that the ambition can be recognize as the 
subject in obtaining social position and exhibiting accomplishments satisfies the need for 

respect. The urge for ambition is connected to the need for achievement, show, and 
recognition. Ambition may sometimes demand a need for show or the drive to surprise 

and enchant people. These requirements are classified as psychogenic needs. 
In the other hand, (Barsukova 2015) (Barsukova 2015) states, “Ambition is fulfilled 

in numerous domains of human activity as a person desire for recognition and importance, 

reflected in particular personality traits and features of conduct, described in other 
motives and objectives of person, associated with other psychological qualities of 

person.” It says, ambition is a personal desire for recognition and importance, which is 
represented in specific personality traits and characteristics of behavior and is defined in 
other reasons and aims of the individual. Ambition can also be connected to other 

psychological characteristics of an individual, such as self-esteem and identity. 
According to (Albert,Kubler,and Goncalves 2019) argue that Ambition may play a 

role in a variety of aspects, such as establishing a high performance target for oneself or 
self-selecting into a difficult activity. Setting oneself performance objectives, for 
example, when students give themselves the aim of getting a good score in a test, 

exemplifies ambition. Workers in employment relationships frequently have the option 
of setting performance goals that are rewarded with a compensation bonus. Ambition may 

also be demonstrated by choosing a tough activity that demands more work and has a 
larger variance in outcomes when compared to an easy job. Ambition may be expressed 
in a variety of ways, such as setting a high-performance goal for oneself or identity into 

a challenging activity. Setting one's own performance goals, such as when students set a 
goal of achieving a good grade on a test, displays ambition. Employees in employment 

partnerships usually have the ability to set performance goals that are rewarded with a 
reward. 

Based on the statement above, the writers conclude the ambition as the urge of 

connection with the need for achievement, show, and recognition. The urge to succeed, 
achieve goals, and overcome obstacles is a typical manifestation of the drive for 

achievement. Obtaining social position and exhibiting accomplishments satisfies the need 
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for respect. These requirements are classified as psychogenic needs. Ambition may 
sometimes demand a need for show or the drive to surprise and enchant people. 

 
2.2 Characteristic of Ambition 

The types of ambition according to ( Sools et al., 2007; Benschop, van den Brink, 

Doorewaard, & Leenders, 2013; Verstraeten, 2017) as quoted by (Kortekaas 2018) the 
researcher has argued that some authors who use the positive or negative 

conceptualization of ambition had already added that while positive ambition is self -
focused, it differs from negative aspirations in that it is about identity, developing new 
things, enjoying new challenges and obstacles, and self-improvement instead of obtaining 

external rewards. It means that instead of receiving external benefits, positive ambition is 
about identification, learning new things, experiencing new difficulties and barriers, and 

self-improvement. While positive ambition is self-centered, it varies from negative 
ambition in that it is concerned with a person's identity rather than external objectives or 
desires. 

Meanwhile, Larimer (2007) in (Benschop et al. 2013) he argues,” Positive ambition 
is defined as a desire to carry out many obligations competently and contribute to the 

achievement of common goals. Meanwhile, negative ambition relates to self -interested 
conduct and an egocentric desire for dominance.” Positive ambition is described as a 
desire to carry out several responsibilities properly and contribute to the accomplishment 

of common goals. Negative ambition, on the other hand, refers to self-interested behavior 
and an egotistical drive for supremacy. 

In another theory, the ambition has a level which is connected to the types of 
ambition. According to Abd-Alfattah (2007) in (Almomani and Theeb 2016) (Almomani 
and Theeb, 2016)he says, the amount of ambition develops as a person grows older, in 

the presence of some variables such as the encouragement that comes with success, 
whereas discouragement adds to failure experiences, resulting in a decrease in ambition. 

As a result, the more mature an individual is, the more people own the means to 
accomplish their goal and the more people are able to think about how to get there. Many 
studies have found that typical people and those from low-income households had higher 

levels of ambition than people from high-income families. It means that as a person grows 
older, some factors influence their level of ambition, such as the encouragement that 

comes with success, whereas discouragement adds to failure experiences, resulting in a 
reduction in ambition. Another characteristic of ambitious personality comes from 
Barsukova (2016). He is mention that there are a several characteristic of ambitious 

person which are following:  
1. Goals: Goals being recognized by understanding people achievement of success 

in life; reaching the social and professional "tipping point"; advancing in one 
career; and assuming leadership roles. Goal-setting and goal-attainment 
planning; constant, active goal-attainment  

2. Achievement Motivation: High accomplishment motivation; huge wish for ego 
and self-development; seeking to achieve more often than family; trying to be 

better than others; low daydream; victory ambition; motivation pressure. 
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3. Self-Attitude: A person who is ambitious attempts to learn from his or her wins 
and losses; setbacks fuel his or her resolve to achieve. "I am as excellent as 

anybody," unhappiness with oneself and one's accomplishments, sensitive to 
criticism All of this contributes to the idea that a person is working hard to 
cultivate particular characteristics. 

4. Attitude Dominance: Kindness; competition; comparing oneself and one's 
potential with others; compassion for persons who have accomplished a lot in 

life; "best" approach towards individuals who have not attained success; desire 
to challenge competitors.  

5. Attitude To Professional Activity: willingness to relocate to another city or 

country for a higher position and professional advancement; desire to be a 
manager; ability to compromise jobs, even if it means losing one's current 

position, for a more interesting opportunity; willingness to make efforts to 
achieve the goal; willingness to work in one's spare time and on weekends to 
achieve the goal; work for oneself and not for others; recognition is an incentive 

for activity. 
6. Self-Regulation: Self - control; risk-taking abilities; time management; failure 

to "play well". 
7. Cognitive: Open-mindedness; enthusiasm in addressing complicated 

challenges; adaptability and critical thinking According to Cattell, radicalism 

means that a person is willing to work hard, work in their spare time, and change 
jobs in order to advance in their careers and reach the professional "top." 

 
Based on the statement above, the writers conclude that there many kinds of 

ambition and level that can be source of analysis. Ambition will drag someone to 

achieving a specific purpose by taking a chances, power and determination. The desire 
and the need to accomplish something can be the reason to have ambition. The potential 

of ambition will be affecting the goals and the willingness depends on the triggers, the 
source and the problem. The ambition may have a bunch of definition and research, but 
the writers would like to introduce the side of ambition characteristic and levels by 

selecting the easier theory which are made by the author and researcher, so that, the reader 
will be understand the concept of analysis.  

In ambition characteristics, the positive and negative aspect of ambition from the 
people who are standing with it defined as good and bad ambition. The ambition cannot 
be separated from people life. in the previous characteristic of a positive ambition should 

be fill with a negative aspect. Bad ambition can be explained, based on the expertise 
opinion and research. 

 
3. METHOD 

This paper used a descriptive qualitative method. Descriptive research is used to 

obtain information concerning the current states of the phenomena to describe “what 
exists " with respect to variables or conditions in a situation. According to Zohrabi in  

(Mohajan 2018)  “Qualitative research is a form of social action that stresses on the way 
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of peopleinterpret, and make sense of their experiences to understand the social reality of 
individuals. It makes the use of interviews, diaries, journals, classroom observations and 

immersions; and open-ended questionnaires to obtain, analyze, and interpret the data 
content analysis of visual and textual materials, and oral history”. It means the Qualitative 
descriptive research seeks to provide the picture using data in the form of the word rather 

than numbers qualitative. 
 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

4.1 The Ambition of The Main Character  
 

 
Figure 4. 1 Hutch and the criminals 

(Houses, 2021 04:43-05:12) 

 

Hutch (Main Characters): “We don’t want any trouble!” 
Woman (Criminals)  : “Give me your money, Cash!”  

Hutch   : “Th-That's about all there is, on that”.  
Woman (Criminals) : “That-that's it?” 
Hutch   : “I use a debit card.”  

Man (Criminals)   : “Jesus”. 
Woman (Criminals) : “What about his watch? Is it worth it?”  

Hutch    : “For me, it is.”  
 

 The main characters Hutch Mansell tries to calm down the situation, he does not 

want to a make it bad, or even wants to make a trouble by attacking the criminals back. 
Here is some conversation between Hutch and Criminal People. 

As a leader of his family, Hutch seems like does not take any defensive feeling 
that cause his son angry at him. Of course, there is a reason why does the main character 
Hutch Mansell avoid to fight back the criminals. The reason is because he must be 

protecting his family. After the crowd situation, Hutch started to notice some of tattoos. 
He thinks that the tattoos from the criminals look familiar with his past. In fact, the 

background of hutch is the assassin. He works with his father on the past.  
The criminals want to take his rings, which is the ring is the wedding rings, Hutch 

in the higher tension of pressure, He should take a chance to kick the criminals out with 

his golf stick, when the criminals would like to take his rings from his hands, The main 
character is stopped to kick the criminals without any reason. His son, have a fighting 
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with the criminals, Hutch sons smack the criminals down, lock the movement of 
criminals.   

 

 
Figure 4. 2 Hutch suddenly notice the man tattoos. 

(Hutch Mansell House, 05:12-06:10) 

 
Woman (The Criminals): “Give me your ring, “Give me your fucking ring!” 

     “I swear to God, I’ll fucking shoot you!” 
Brady   : “Dad!!” 
Hutch    : “Let him go, son!” 

Brady   :” (Brady grunting) What???” 
Hutch    : “I said, Let Him GO!! 

Hutch    : “Hey!!!” 
Man (The criminals) : “WHAT?? WHAT??” 
Becca    : “Just take what you want, and go. Please.” 

Woman (the criminals) : “let's get out of here.” Baby, let's go.” (Grunt Frustration)”  
Man  : “We picked the wrong, fucking house!!”  

 
Hutch Mansell is scared to be lost his family, which is he cannot avoid the killer 

instinct in his feeling. Sometimes, Hutch have some unconscious feeling and emotion for 

where his come from, and what should he do for the next steps. Whether, He must protect 
his family or keep silent for everything to make his wife and his kids happy.  

. He tries to control his ego, the desire to reach his killer instinct but ego does not 
affect Hutch as the leader of his own family.  He knows that he must be protect his family 
by letting the criminals take what they want without too much argue and compromise.  

He commits that he must be a better man for his kids, wife and family. 
 

 
Figure 4. 3 Police Officer Investigation 
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After the bad condition that appears in his family house, Hutch as the main characters 

can feel the disappointment of himself, because he does nothing, even when the criminals 
wanted to shoot him by using a pistol in front of his son. It can be introducing the cares 
sides of him. The love that he builds and the ego which is hard to control  

      (Outside of house, 06:34-07:43) 
Hutch : I can't believe I let this happen my beautiful wife, beautiful kids, 

my home broken into with a freaking... 
Police  : Mr. Mansell? Excuse me?  

    So, that's how they got in, huh? 

    Using a pizza box?  
     Did you even take a swing? 

Hutch   : She had a, uh……  
Police 1  : Look, you did a right think, Mr. Mansell 
Police 2  : You know, if that was my family………. 

 
By watching this full scene, there are some conversations between the police 

officer and Hutch Mansell. The police would like to gain some information for what is 
happen at that night. Based on the conversation above, in the one until three line the writer 
analyzed that Hutch have the feeling of love. As the human being and also as the fathers 

and husband, he seems like cannot imagine for what he did by letting his family in the 
trouble. 

The feeling to protect his family and the regrets become the focus on his feeling. 
He thinks that he should have protect his family for whatever reason he has. The 
connection between Hutch and his family is a strong, since the criminals come into his 

house and the trouble that comes to. Which means these includes doing things that a 
partner knows their partner wants them to do. They may be seen as expressions of love 

since they reveal that one person was thinking about the other 

 
Figure 4. 4 Hutch Talks with his daughter 

 

         (Couch, 08:22-09:02)  

His Daughter : “Hey dad!”  
Hutch        : “Hey kiddo! You couldn't sleep? No?”  

His daughter  : “Yeah”  
Hutch   : “You are Scared?”  
His daughter  : “Why would i be? You are here!” 
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Hutch   : “Yeah….” 
His daughter : “We need a cat.”  

Hutch   : “I was thinking the same thing (Hutch turn the lights off)” 
 

Hutch Mansell, the main characters from this movie loves to talk with his sons 

and his daughters. The love that he gives for both of them is pure and real. The feeling 
that he sees as the man finally brings him to the day when he jumped out the bad and 

choose to sleep in the basement. The reason is on his wife. She chooses to be an 
independent woman who struggles for her life in politics and her career. In case, there is 
the main reason for to do that.  

As the writers have capturing the part of scene that shows the main character has 
the quality time with his daughter. Hutch Mansell seems like to turn his ego off during 

the deep talk with his daughter. He shows the good attitude as the leader and father f rom 
his kids, with a commitment and cares. He pretends to understand the needs from his kids. 
In fact, there is no cat in his mine.  

Hutch Mansell goes to work in the morning and start to turn on the radio to play 
some slow jazz with his cup of coffee. Hutch friends have knowing what is happening 

last night when the criminal’s woman and man came into his house. They are start to talk 
each other sharing his feeling and story. The ambition triggers from Hutch have started 
to come with the highest attention for who are they and whether the criminals have the 

connection with a mafia syndicate. The ambition triggers will be explained by the film 
captured below:  

Hutch Mansell as the alpha male, he can totally watch the gesture, motion, and the 
emotion of people. In the analysis, the triggers of Hutch ambition are about to start 
(Barsukova 2015) He is defined Ambition is fulfilled in numerous domains of human 

activity as a person desire for recognition and importance, reflected in particular 
personality traits and features of conduct, described in other motives and objectives of 

person, associated with other psychological qualities of person and in the psychoanalysis 
perspective, Hutch as a man able to communicate with his friends and the fact that his 
friend Harry will be understand the mindset and what is the next planning without Hutch 

explaining all of them.  
The main characters have ambition which is complex and full of drama inside of 

it. The way Hutch Mansell understands the situation and finds the problems by comparing 
the information from his friends and the people who have a connection to the criminals. 
He is commits that he has to find the answer by himself. In fact, that he is never known 

the risk and the impact of his life. Hutch just a man with a good heart, he changes himself 
to be a better person from his past as the assassin. However, hutch will be pay off all the 

problem and consequences to take any risk by protecting his whole family and himself. 
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Figure 4. 5 Hutch Mansell visiting His dad, Mr. Mansell 

      (Mr. Mansell House, 17:53-18:19) 
Hutch : “Hey dad! You’ve been eating? “ 

His Dad : “What?? Are you okay?”  
Hutch  : “Ya, I’m okay”  
His dad  : “You don’t look okay; do you remember who we used to be?”  

Hutch Mansell has the great dad and also, they were worked together in the past. 
Young Hutch Mansell is the assassin and his father has retired from FBI agency, which 

is he has a good family side, tough, and no compromise for everything, before he chooses 
to be work in factory, Hutch is the killer with cold-blood. The scene above shows that the 
most important thing for him is his family. When Hutch Mansell feeling bad and confuse 

about what happened last night, he always visits his father. To make sure that he saves.  
The scene above will start the analysis how the main characters adopting the love 

for his dad by visiting the nursing home. Father is the hero for someone. The feeling that 
he has, the connection between son and dad are quite strong. He senses the trouble from 
Hutch as the son of Mansell. He absolutely knowing that Hutch have something to be 

hide from his dad.  
The triggers of ambition for this scene are when hutch Mansell feel worried and 

slow response to take a chance by protecting his family and hutch seems like stuck in his 
commitment to be a better man, Mr. Mansell tells him that who is he in a real time. Hutch 
and his dad are the people who break down the fear without hesitate. He teaches him to 

be brave and remember who he is. The ambition in this scene appears when Mr. Mansell 
have a quality time with his son. The ambition started when someone has the desire to 

proof something and remember the goals that must be accomplished clearly. It seems like 
the love is the desire of emotion which are make people feel happy and give a motivation 
to be a better and tough. The people will do anything with love without hesitation.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. 6 His Daughter Have Lost the Cat Bracelet 

      (Houses 19:11-20:19) 
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Hucth    : “Hey buddy! How was school?” 

His sons    : “Fine!” 
Hutch    : “How was today?” 
Becca (His wife)  : “I can’t find it”  

Hutch    : “You can't find what?” 
His daughter   : “My kitty cat bracelet”. 

Hucth    : “Where was it?”  
His daughter   : “They couldn't have stolen that, would they? 
Becca    : Honey, I'm sure it'll turn up somewhere.” 

 
After Hutch Mansell is coming home from his work, and seeing his family to make 

sure everything is all good, Becca his wife seems like looking for something. It makes 
hutch Mansell curious about it. and her daughter answer the question of her father by 
saying that she looks for her cat bracelet. The emotion has come when she asking him 

about whether the criminals had taken the bracelet, and Becca knows that she has the 
husband with a bad background as the assassin.  

So that, Becca ask him to the possible things, maybe the bracelet is in another 
places. Then, hutch slowly walked from his family and opens the door with the emotion. 
In the ambition sides, Hutch Mansell seems like care about his daughter. He does not 

allow to people who make his daughter sad or angry for everything. Because this includes 
performing things that a partner knows their partner will be like them to do. These 

behaviors are frequently associated with home tasks. He went on to say that if they are 
carried out with good thought, energy, and forethought, they might be perceived as 
demonstrations of love since they show that one partner was thinking about the others. 

Hutch takes a change to bring and try to find the bracelet back to his daughter.  
 

 
Figure 4. 7 Hutch finding the criminals positions. 

 

      (Apartment, 24:10-25:03) 

 
Hutch  : “You know why I'm here. 'Cause I'm a good man. I'm a family man. 

Most of all, I'm a man who did not deserve “your gun in his face. Now, 

the watch. The kitty cat bracelet.” 
     Criminals : what? I don’t know, what the fuck you are….” 

Hutch  : “Give me the goddamn kitty cat bracelet, motherfucker!” 
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In this scene, Hutch has forced the man who has possibility become a criminal 
who stolen his cat bracelet. Hutch seems like does not hesitate with his gun to shoot the 

man and his family. The criminals do not know how to do, or what happened to him. 
After hutch Mansell would like to shoot the man, the man will be promised that he can 
help to find the cat bracelet to him. Hutch Mansell has started to the house tour to find 

the cat bracelet. He thinks that he does the wrong things. He finally stopped the action, 
emotion and choose to go out from the house with a desperate feeling. In the other sides, 

he tries his best to find out the bracelet, but in another sides, he thinks that he cannot kills 
them because he has a small family and baby.  

 

 
Figure 4. 8 Hutch Must Protect his family 

.  
      (Dinner at home, 48:24-48:49) 

Hucth   : Everybody, get to the basement, now! Move! 

Becca  : what’s going on?  
Hutch  : Move!  

His son  : Dad?? What… 
His daughter  : Is this a game dad?  
Hutch   : Yes, this is the game. Don’t call 911  

 
He seems like he has the reason and purposes to ask his wife hide in the basement. 

The purposes are to make his family saves and runaway from those houses. He asks his 
wife to avoid the trouble without call the police because he thinks that there is no problem 
with his family. After Hutch Have a problem with the mafia members in the bus and he 

has to fight with them, Hutch Mansell is shocked when the members of Russian Mafia 
came into his house in order to take Hutch Mansell down. The ambition for this scene is 

Hutch would like to protect his family from the danger because he loves them, by sending 
them into the basement.  

 

 
Figure 4. 9 Hutch Promises 
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       (Basement, 48:49-57:39) 
Hutch  : “Becca, I love you, I need you to trust me now. I need to take care of this 

Becca : “What is this?” 
Hutch : “It is what it is, this is me. Okay? Blind for the last time, I promise. 
Becca : “Come back… We'll deal with us then; I'll take the kids”.  

 
Hutch has promised to his wife and his family that he surely, he wins against the 

mafia members and yulian as the leader of the mafia organization. He thinks that she must 
allow him to take care of those trouble maker. He argues that Becca no need to worry 
about him because it is what it is, it has been happened and hutch cannot get back and let 

this happening to them. 
 

 
Figure 4. 10 Hutch has been defeated the Yulian’s People 

       (House, 58:11-01:01:08.) 

 
Hutch  : I know your boss sent you here, but you got to know when to say no 

A couple of chapters back, um, there was this guy named Alan. Alan skimmed 
about three million bucks and his prize was me looming over him. Uh, it was a 
suppressed H&K USP .45 at the back of his head.  

And he started begging, like they all do. and I usually pulled the trigger 
before the waterworks began. but this time I listened. I heard a man who 

genuinely regretted his choices and wanted nothing more than to shed his wolf 
skin. and return to the pasture as a lamb. I quietly let Alan go. A year later, I 
went back to check on him. He had a wife. He was working 9:00 to 5:00. And 

he was smiling, like a goddamn buddha!  I am not a jealous guy, but in that 
moment, I wanted what Alan had. So, I told my bosses. I’m going to out of the 

game. They were not happy to hear it. You know, it was better than I expected. 
I might have, uh, overcorrected. But...sneaky devil, Fucking kitty cat bracelet. 
Bone burns to ash at 1,500 degrees, and this basement is designed to double that. 

so, they won't be finding you. among the rubble Deep down, I always knew it 
was a facade. 

 
Hutch has been defeated the member of Yulian organization which are tries to 

take him alive with Yulian for the price. In this scene, Hutch with a cool act and calm 

vibes tries to communicate with all of members of Yulian. Hutch tells them that his past 
is just a past. He seems like shows the criminals or the member of yulian for who is he, 
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if he would like to make it worst more than those act, it will be. But he chooses to build 
up the family by spending his time for having a good family and learning how to be a 

good father. 
 He proofs the real identity of himself by story-telling until they have been died 

on the spot, during the speech. The ambition called “self-attitude” A person who is 

ambitious attempts to learn from his or her wins and losses; setbacks fuel his or her resolve 
to achieve. "I am as excellent as anybody," unhappiness with oneself and one's 

accomplishments, sensitive to criticism All of this contributes to the idea that a person is 
working hard to cultivate particular characteristics. 

 

 
Figure 4. 5 Hutch Has An ambition to revenge 

 

     (Factory,01:06:33-01:06:44) 
 Harry: “hey yo, are you there?” 

 Hutch: “Hutchie boy” hey!” 
 Harry: “Dude, fucking with the Russians?” Classic, Hutch!” Fucking with that 

batshit crazy Russian?? I mean, that's a whole other level of recklessness, man.” 
Hutch: “I got to do what I got to do”. 
Harry: “Yeah, of course, right, right, and get yourself shot! That’s going to solved 

everything!” 
Hutch: “They came after my family. They came at my dad!!” 

Harry: “I know!” 
Hutch: “I’ve got a plan.”  
Harry: “You got a fucking plan. Listen, Hutch!” 

 
Harry seems like does not like Hutch decision to revenge all of the treatment that 

giving a trouble for his family. Hutch is the father and it will take any risk and pain and 
sacrifices himself into the trouble by his ambition to express his revenge perspective to 
show who is he and he have his own plan for it. Hutch just does not want to be 

underestimated with Yulian, after he tries to kill his dad and whole family. The ambition 
for hutch is a negative ambition. As the human being, Revenge is the bad habit that all 

people must be avoiding that. But Hutch Mansell has to solved this alone.  So that, Hutch 
Mansell would like to finish this circle of pain by fighting with Yulian’s member and 
Russian Mafia for expressing his dominance and self-identity, take a new challenge and 

obstacle. 
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Figure 4. 62 Hutch Meets Yulian to revenge 

 

      (Yulian’s Club, 01:09:17-01:11:55) 
 

Yulians  : Mm. Wait. Rebuild??? 

Hutch  : “I burned it... all of it. I burned it... Everything you have. 
Yulian  : “My art?....... Obshack??????? (Angry) 

Hutch  : “You should've seen it go up. It was something. I mean, if this doesn't 
make us even... because, after all, you came to my house, which you know 
you don't fuck do! (Speaks with his emotional feeling)  

Yulian  : “You killed my brother. 
Hutch  : “The last I saw; he was still breathing. you can come after me, if you 

succeed to taking me down, well, you're still obligate to refinance the entire Obshak, 
 Hutch Mansell finally meets the leader of Obshack Bank and his own organization 
Russian mafia. Hutch has a purpose to end this revenge and games. Yulian gets shock 

when Hutch sitting on the table, enjoy the dinner. He thinks that Hutch is not an ordinary 
man. The ambition of hutch in this scene is to take a risk by fighting with his father to 

win against Yulian. Hutch does not forgive the treatment which is Yulian gives to his 
family. Hutch spends his whole life to make his family proud.  

4.2 Characteristic of Ambition  
The last discussion is to determine the ambition characteristic of the main character 

in Nobody directed by Ilya Naishuller based on the discussion in the previous analysis. 
The analysis will begin with the characteristic and ambition first by taking some theory 

from the expertise and the writer opinion. The discussion will be show in the statement 
below:   

1. Achievement Motivation Ambition 
 

 
Figure 4. 7 His Daughter Have Lost the Cat Bracelet 
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“His Daughter Have Lost the Cat Bracelet”     

      (House 19:11-20:19) 
Hutch    : “How was today?” 
Becca (His wife)  : “I can’t find it”  

Hutch    : “You can't find what?” 
His daughter   : “My kitty cat bracelet”. 

Hucth    : “Where was it?”  
His daughter   : “They couldn't have stolen that, would they? 
Becca    : Honey, I'm sure it'll turn up somewhere.” 

Hutch    : (Hutch hits the door with an anger) 

 

 After her told his dad that whether the cat bracelet has stolen by the criminals who 
has visiting his house at the night time, Hutch Mansell seems like have an emotional 
feeling, because of his daughter lost her cat bracelet after the criminals out of the house. 

the characteristic of ambition from the statement above is called “Achievement 

Motivation” by Barsukova (2016). the High accomplishment motivation; huge wish for 

ego and self-development; seeking to achieve more often than family; trying to be better 
than others; low daydream; victory ambition; motivation pressure. The high pressure for 
the emotional situation by looking the disappointment of his daughter face make Hutch 

Mansell getting angry about the loss of his cat bracelet, Hutch loves his daughter, the ego 
that his defend for his family seems lose control.  

 
2. Self-Attitude Ambition  

 

 
Figure 4. 8 Hutch Finding the Criminals 

“Hutch Looking for the criminals to find the cat bracelet.”  

       (Tattoo shop 21:20-30:00) 
The owner  : “Who are you???” 
Hutch   : “I'm just a man.  who is looking for someone?”    

Hutch   : “people who don't know any better, people who are seeking 

for to intimidate and and people like me, who wish with every 

fiber of their being that someone would try to take it from 

them!” 
The man  : “Thank you for your service.” 

Hutch   : You, Too, Old-timer. (Closed the door)” 
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The ambition for the scene dialog above is to find the criminals by asking the tattoo 

maker shop. Hutch believes that the criminals has been stolen his daughter cat bracelet 
and it makes hutch Mansell so angry for what is happened at that night The ambition 
above shows that Hutch would like to bring his bracelet back of his hand.  

The characteristic of ambition above are related to the theory from (Barsukova,2016  
“Psychological Characteristics of Ambitious Person”). Called “Self-Attitude” A person 

who is ambitious attempts to learn from his or her wins and losses; setbacks fuel his or 
her resolve to achieve. "I am as excellent as anybody," unhappiness with oneself and one's 
accomplishments, sensitive to criticism All of this contributes to the idea that a person is 

working hard to cultivate particular characteristics. Hutch does not want to break his 
daughter heart, because she loves the cat and it means everything for her. The confidence 

of Hutch Mansell personality brings him to out of comfort zone. 
 
3. Attitude Dominance Ambition 

 

 
Figure 4. 9 Hutch Promises 

         (48:49-57:39) 

 
Hutch  : “Becca, I love you, I need you to trust me now. I need to take care of 

this 
Becca : “What is this?” 
Hutch : “It is what it is, this is me. Okay? Blind for the last time, I promise. 

Becca : “Come back… We'll deal with us then; I'll take the kids”.  
 

 The ambition aspect of the scene above can be show when Hutch Mansell must 
be protecting his family as his responsibility which are causes the trouble because of him 
Hutch Mansell believes that he can fix all of the trouble by himself. All hutch need is to 

trust him for the last time. the ambition characteristic is related to Attitude Dominance 

by Barsukova (2016) Kindness; competition; comparing oneself and one's potential with 

others; compassion for persons who have accomplished a lot in life; "best" approach 
towards individuals who have not attained success; desire to challenge competitors. The 
attitude dominance is Kindness; competitiveness; comparing oneself and one's potential 

to others; sympathy for people who have achieved a lot in life; "best" attitude to others 
who have not achieved achievement; want to challenge competitors. 
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4. Self-regulation  
 

 
Figure 4. 15 Hutch has been defeated the Yulian’s People 

 

“Hutch has been defeated the Yulian People in his house”  
       (Houses, 58:11-01:01:08.) 

 
Hutch  : “I know your boss sent you here, but you got to know when to say no 

A couple of chapters back, um, there was this guy named Alan. Alan skimmed 

about three million bucks and his prize was me looming over him. Uh, it was a 
suppressed H&K USP .45 at the back of his head. .. I quietly let Alan go. A 

year later, I went back to check on him. He had a wife. He was working 9:00 

to 5:00. And he was smiling, like a goddamn buddha!  I am not a jealous 

guy, but in that moment, I wanted what Alan had. So, I told my bosses. I’m 

going to out of the game. They were not happy to hear it. You know, it was 

better than I expected. I might have, uh, overcorrected. But...sneaky devil, 

Fucking kitty cat bracelet.  
 

 The characteristic of ambition from the scene dialog above is called Self-

Regulation: Self - control; risk-taking abilities; time management; failure to "play 
well". It means that emotional stability; readiness to take chances; time management; 

failure to "play well". After Hutch winning the fight against Yulian Member, he seems 
calm down and tried to easy going by telling story about the reason Hutch would like to 
be a better person and having is family. He controls his emotion, before he burns the 

house. it is about time management. 
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5. Attitude Dominance Ambition 

 

 
Figure 4. 10 Hutch Meets Yulian to revenge 

           

 (01:09:17-01:11:55) 

 
Hutch   : “Yeah. Maybe. What say you and I have a moment, (The Bom has been 

planted to the tables). there's a long-dormant piece of me now awake. 

that wants so very badly to play this out. The other, more reasonable 

piece of me... what's left of it... would like to end our little tête-à-tête 

right now? What's done is done. we can both rebuild, right? 
Yulians  : Mm. Wait. Rebuild??? 

Hutch  : “I burned it... all of it. I burned it... Everything you have. 
Yulian  : “You killed my brother. 
Hutch  : “The last I saw; he was still breathing. you can come after me, if you 

succeed to taking me down, well, you're still obligate to refinance the entire Obshak, 
 

 Hutch Mansell finally meets the leader of Obshack Bank and his own organization 
Russian mafia. Hutch have a purpose to end this revenge and games. Yulian gets shock 
when Hutch sitting on the table, enjoy the dinner. He thinks that Hutch is not an ordinary 

man. The ambition of hutch in this scene is to take a risk by fighting with his father to 
win against Yulian. Hutch does not forgive the treatment which is Yulian gives to his 

family. Hutch spends his whole life to make his family savety. 
 

From the analysis above, the writer concludes that ambition should have the 

connection between a personality desire and emotional well-being. The ambition will be 
able to succeed if someone does what he loves and commits with the stuff and things that 

people doing. The ambition is a trigger to achieve the personal goals meanwhile; love is 
the reason to someone has an ambition to reach the higher levels in life. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

After doing this analysis, the writers found the result. The ambition of the main 

character (Hutch) can be seen in Nobody movie. It happens when Hutch knows the 
criminals take the cat bracelet of his daughter. His ambition is to protect his family. Hutch 
will be paying off all the problem and consequences to take any risk by protecting his 
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whole family. He would like to find them and bring it back. He promises. He looks for 
the criminals, a Russian mafia. He fights and meets the Yulian’s People to revenge. There 

are 5 characteristics of the ambition in Nobody movie, namely: Achievement Motivation 
Ambition, Self-Attitude Ambition, Attitude Dominance Ambition, Self-regulation and 
Attitude Dominance Ambition. 
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